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Abstract 

Constructing high rise buildings is an inevitable solution to the land shortage 
problems in dense cities like Hong Kong. Recent studies indicated that compared to 
low-rise and medium-rise ones, high-rise buildings are more sustainable in terms of 
economies in construction and efficiencies in land use. However, the design of tall 
buildings is far more complicated than that associated with low-rise buildings. In 
addition to ensuring the safety and the basic functionality of the buildings, structural 
engineers also shoulder the responsibility of ensuring an optimal design so as to 
achieve the minimum costs, maximum structural efficiency and maximum usable 
floor area of the construction project. 

There is no denying that one of the most influential factors for these three ultimate 
goals would be the topology selection. However, unlike element sizing design, 
topological optimization is more challenging. The procedures for structural form 
selection and member sizing are highly interactive and it often involves the difficult 
process of seeking global optima in a multimodal domain, which normally causes 
traditional gradient-based techniques to converge prematurely within local convex 
regions of the design space. As a result, topological optimization must be done by 
exploring the entire design space stochastically which in tum causes comparatively 
slow solution convergence. Due to the complexity and time-consuming nature of 
topological optimization, it is not widely employed in the industry. Traditional 
structural designs of tall buildings are done in a trial and error manner which heavily 
relies on engineers' experience and intuition. Although the final design is likely to be 
feasible, the optimality is not guaranteed. 

In view of this, this project was initiated with an aim of developing an efficient and 
effective way to perform sizing optimization and topological optimization 
simultaneously for high-rise buildings. It was believed that ultimately, this project 
would make an evolutionary contribution to the industry by providing an automated 
programme that could effectively and systematically optimize the structural forms of 
any buildings. 

In this project, an innovative programmable hybrid optimization method, in which the 
Optimality Criteria (OC) technique was incorporated into the framework of the 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) for simultaneous topology and element sizing optimization, 
was successfully developed. In order to verify the practicability and effectiveness of 
the hybrid OC-GA methodology developed, a three-dimensional 40-story residential 
concrete building was used as an illustrative example in this project. The captioned 
building is a proposed development of the Housing Authority, The Government of the 
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China. With 
the programme in hands, the optimization process could be done faster in an 
automatic sense and it was found that as much as 19 percent of construction material 
could be cut off as a result of the optimization. According to the Corporate Plan 07-08 
publicized by the Housing Authority, as many as 16400 public rental housing flats 
would be constructed in the coming year and the amount of investment involved 
would be up to HK$ 4.7 billion. If all these buildings are to be built using the method 
developed in this project, the total material saving would be sufficient for building an 
additional 3200 flats, which is roughly equivalent to 4 entire building blocks. 

In this way, future construction would consume tremendously less natural resources 
and energy and hopefully meanwhile, citizens could enjoy lower property rental costs. 
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Methodology 

In this project, a local search OC algorithm is nested into the GA framework. The GA 
is used to explore the entire design space and generate improved topologies, while the 
OC operator is applied as an efficient local optimizer for resizing elements in the 
selected topologies. Figure. 1 shows a flowchart representation of the hybrid OC-GA 
method. 

GAs are stochastic search procedures inspired from biological evolution and are based 
on Darwin's theory of natural evolution (survival of the fittest).! The GA framework 
first starts with a randomly generated initial population and then produces new 
offspring designs with random changes in both the topology and the element sizing by 
crossover and mutation (i.e. random changes to the current design by, for example, 
replacing certain wall panel elements by beam elements). The new offspring designs 
are then structurally analysed by SAP 2000 Version 7.0 and from the analysis, the 
internal element forces and the drift responses of each individual design within a 
generation would be obtained. Based on these results and the predefined set of 
necessary design constraints, fitness evaluation would be performed on the current 
population so as to bias the tournament selection towards the more fit designs of the 
population. If the selected designs do not satisfy the convergence criteria, the GA 
framework would arrange crossover and mutation over the selected designs to 
produce next set of new offspring designs. Since more fit designs of the set are used to 
create new designs, the successive generations of designs have a higher probability of 
having designs with better fitness values. The process is continued until a solution 
convergence criterion is met. 

Iuitial Populatioll 
of Ellcoded 

Desigm 

Figure 1. Flowchart of a hybrid OC-GA method 

1 Holland, J. H. (1975) Adaptation in natura! and artificial systems. AIm Arbor: University of Michigan Press 
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-------

It has to be noted that the captioned fitness value largely depends on the member 
sizing which is also subjected to optimization. These member sizing optimizations are 
done by the OC operator embedded in the GA framework. Unlike the genetic 
evolution operator, the OC operator is a deterministic, gradient-based algorithm which 
has been shown to be an efficient numerical technique for improving the element 
sizing design with predefined topology subject to the specified structural design 
performance constraints? The OC technique is an efficient local search method which 
can resize the elements rapidly through the use of a recursive algorithm and yield a 
result which satisfies the necessary optimality conditions. 

2 Chan, C.M. (2001) Optimal lateral stiffness design of tall buildings of mixed steel and concrete construction. Journal of 
Structural Design of Tall Buildings 10, 155-177 
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Programme Implementation 

In this project, a number of software was used as supporting agents to the hybrid OC
GA (Reinforced Concrete) method developed. The programs used are listed as follows: 

i. Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 C++ Programme 

It provided an interface for the development of the hybrid OC-GA methods and 
the programme developed was known as OCGA-RC. This programme served as 
the main component that coordinates the simultaneous topology and element 
sizing optimization which called the other softwares below for specific analysis 
or optimization. 

ii. SAP2000 Version 7.4 

It was used as a platform to modify the structure to be optimized and to 
implement topological variables into the model. After the modification, it was 
used to generate .s2k file and .EKO file as optimization input. Furthermore, it 
was also used to perform structural analysis during the OCGA-RC C++ 
programme running. 

iii. Optima 

It was a pre-processor and was used to further modify the .s2k file generated by 
SAP2000 Version 7.4 before being input for optimization. It provided a 
platform to group the relevant members together as a topological variable. 
Similar to SAP2000 Version 7.0, after the modification, it could generate 
an .s2k file as optimization input. In addition to the .s2k file and .EKO file, 
an .opt file and an .op2 file were also required as the programme input for the 
OCGA-RC C++ programme, and these two programmes were generated by 
Optima as well though minor manual adjustments were required afterwards. 

iv. ODS 

ODS was the OC operator of the hybrid OC-GA optimization technique used in 
this project. During the running of the OCGA-RC C++ programme, ODS would 
automatically be initiated by the OCGA-RC programme whenever OC had to 
be performed. 
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Illustrative Example 

A three-dimensional 40-story residential concrete building is used to illustrate the 
effectiveness and practicality of the hybrid OC-GA methodology. This building was 
an actual development project organized by the Housing Authority, The Government 
of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China 
and it is situated in Chai Wan. 

The building is basically rectangular with the dimension being 73m x 12m and the 
height being 120 m. Its height-to-breadth aspect ratio is as large as 10: 1 and its width
to-breadth ratio is 6: 1. It was actually tested by a series of wind tunnel tests in The 
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology WindlWave Tunnel Facility and 
the results revealed that significant torsional effect was induced onto the building due 
to its high aspect ratio which was not well stipulated in the current design code of 
practice issued by the Buildings Department, Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region of the People's Republic of China. In view of it, coupled shear walls and belt 
beams were employed in this project. 

The finite element computer model of this building is comprised of 2749 frame 
elements and 8523 shell panels, resulting in a large-scale topological and sizing 
design problem. The 3D computer model and a typical floor plan of the building are 
presented in Figures. 2 and 3 respectively. 

} Zone 4 
331F -421F 

) 
Zone 3 

231F - 321F 

} Zone 2 
131F - 221F 

) Zone 1 
31F -121F 

Figure 2. Computer Model with Zoning 

In order to test the effectiveness of the hybrid OC-GA method, a rigorous topological 
optimization exercise was carried out to seek for the most cost efficient structural 
form of the building subject to a restriction of top drift performance of Hl500, where 
H is the height of the building. 
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In this study, the two most critical sets of wind load combinations derived from wind 
tunnel tests were considered. The loads were applied at the geometrical centre on 
each floor of the finite computer model and the corresponding lateral drift 
performances were analyzed based on the key design objective, which was to 
minimize the structural material cost of the bUilding. 

In order to maximize the floor usage flexibility, the elements labeled in Figure. 4 (i.e. 
the walls found within an apartment causing fixed partitioning) were set as 
topological variables so as to allow the replacement of those structural walls by 
beam-and-column frames or beams supported by end walls. For constructability 
reasons, the topological variables on each floor were grouped together symmetrically 
so that the topological outcome would always be symmetrical and structurally 
sensible. 

Furthermore, the building was subdivided into four vertical zones (Figure 2), such 
that all the topological and sizing variables, except the belt beams, were grouped 
together in every ten stories. For instance, if Tl = 1 in zone 2, the left-most and the 
right-most 20 shell elements on 23/F to 32/F will be "ON" (present) together with the 
same sizing. As a result of all the grouping, there were altogether 28 topological 
design variables for columns, another 72 for beams and another 84 for walls; there 
were also 52 sizing design variables for beams and another 124 for walls. 

Each element sizing design variable was imposed with a sizing bound. The lower 
bound limit of an element was typically taken as the minimum strength-based sizes 
whilst the upper bound limit referred to the largest buildable dimension. 
The parameters used in the hybrid OC-GA method are summarized in Table 1. 
Experience shows that setting the probability of OC to about 0.05 to 0.4 gives good 
results and therefore, a relatively small probability of OC (i.e. 10%) was adopted. 
Furthermore, according to trial runs, the results did not reveal significant difference as 
the population size increases to more than 20. Therefore, for the sake of efficiency, a 
population size of 20 was adopted so as to ease the computational burden and to 
reduce the programme running time required. 

Parameters Value(s) 
Population size 20 

Representation 
Integer for topological variables 

Floating point for element sizing variables 
Probability of OC 10% 
Type of crossover 50%-uniform crossover 

Crossover rate 100% 

Mutation rate 
20% for topological variables 

5% for element sizing variables 
Penalty function A nonlinear quadratic function 

Selection Binary tournament with elitism 

Table 1. Optimization Parameters 

In accordance with the special structural characteristics of the captioned building, 
three batches of rigorous topological optimization exercise were carried out. In the 
first batch of optimization, some structural walls were allowed to be replaced by 



beam-and-colurnn frames or beams supported by end walls. In view of the significant 
torsional effects found in this building, belt beams were introduced to the second and 
the third batch of optimization. In the second batch, the belt beams were allowed to be 
istalled on one storey only while in the third batch, they were allowed to be installed 
on two separate storeys. 
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Results of the First Batch of Optimization 

In this batch of optimization, five OC-GA runs were conducted based on randomly 
generated initial designs with the results summarized in Table 2. 

After the optimization, the top drift response of all the OC-GA generated designs 
stayed almost constant at 0.002. An average reduction of 11.1% in the volume of 
concrete was found in the five optimized designs with the savings in the volume of 
concrete ranging from 1220 m3 to 1307 m3

• 

In addition to savings in the use of concrete material, increases in usable floor area 
were also found in all the OC-GA runs. A maximum total saving of 483m2 in usable 
floor area, which was nearly equal to half of the floor space of an entire storey, was 
achieved. Furthermore, some structural walls within flat units at upper stories in zone 
four (Figure. 9) were removed whenever possible which in tum increased the 
flexibility in the use of floor space in these upper floor levels. 

The hybrid OC-GA method contributed not only significant savings in the use of 
concrete material and the greater floor usage flexibility, but also a quicker solution 
convergence when compared with pure GA method alone. As shown in Figure. 6, 
smooth and rapid convergence was observed in all the five hybrid OC-GA runs while 
the runs using GA alone demonstrated no signs of convergence within the quoted 
number of generations. Therefore, it is proven that the hybrid OC-GA method 
developed in this study was much more efficient than the conventional simple GA 
method. 

In particular, OC-GA Run2 is the most cost-effective OC-GA design among the 5 runs 
(Table 2.) and its vertical layout variation is shown in Figure 9. 

It can be seen that the second inner pair of variable walls as well as the central core 
walls exist in all the four zones as 12=1 and T4=1 in all zones. In zone four, the 
variable walls represented by topological variables Tl and T3 are absent as Tl = T3=0 
in zone four. 

This optimized design actually well matches with the structural engineering intuition 
and structural-wise, it is indeed a more efficient layout than the original one. The use 
of the wall panels, which are perpendicular to the wider width of the building, at 
lower zones allows the building to resist better towards the overturning and torsional 
effects induced by wind loads. At upper zones, where lateral shear force and torsional 
moment are less critical, some wall elements can then be removed and/or replaced by 
beams. 
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Results of the Second Batch of Optimization 

With the belt wall topological variables implemented into the computer model, 
another batch of optimization was performed under the same design objective and 
parameters setting. The belt wall topological variables (Figure. 5) were grouped 
together in every single storey. For example, when T=l on 201F, the whole 20lF would 
be enclosed by belt wall elements. 

L I Belt Beams I 

L 
Figure 5. Belt Wall Topological Variables Allocation 

In addition to topological optimization, the belt beams were also allowed to vary in 
thickness within the bound of 200mm to 400mm. 

Similar to the previous batch of optimization, the top dlift response of all the OC-GA 
generated designs in the two new batches stayed almost constant at 0.002. However, 
it is revealed that with belt beams considered, the optimization was more effective in 
all the three aspects including material reduction, usable floor area enlargement and 
solution convergence speed. The optimization results were summarized in Table 2 and 
the convergence history was recorded in Figure. 7. 

For the second batch where the belt beams were allowed to exist on one storey only, 
the average reduction in the volume of concrete sharply increased from 11 .1 % to 
16.1 %. Similar pattern was also observed in the perspective of increase in usable floor 
area. A maximum saving of 713m2 in usable floor area was achieved in the second 
batch of optimization. 

As shown in Figure 7, the implementation of belt beams contributed not only more 
significant savings in the use of concrete material, but also a slightly quicker solution 
convergence when compared with the first batch of optimization where belt beams 
were not considered. 

In particular, OC-GA 1BW Run 4 is the most cost-effective OC-GA design among the 
5 runs (Table 2.) and its vertical layout valiation is shown in Figure 10. 

It can be seen that the second outer pair of valiable walls as well as the core walls 
exist in all the 4 zones as T2=1 and T4=1 in all zones. In zone four, the variable walls 
represented by topological variables Tl are absent as Tl = 0 in zone four. For those 
walls represented by topological valiables T3 exist only in zones 1 and 2 as T3=0 in 
zones 3 and 4. 
It can also be seen that the belt beams were generally located at the upper storeys of 
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the building. This is actually in line with the structural engineering principles. As the 
belt wall elements are installed on a particular storey, the shear walls can then be tied 
together and therefore, the out-of-plane stiffness of those walls could be mobilized 
and contribute to resist the torsional twisting. However, the mobilization of the out-of
plane stiffness would be significant only when there is sufficient torsional 
deformation. Therefore, it is sensible that the belt beams should be located at the 
upper storeys of the building where sufficient torsional deformation can be observed. 
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Results of the Third Batch of Optimization 

In order to further investigate the efficiency of belt beams in resisting the torsional 
twisting, the third batch of optimization was performed in which the belt beams were 
allowed to be "ON" on two independent storeys. 

The results obtained generally followed the same pattern demonstrated by the second 
batch, but all the three goals were achieved in a better extent. For the second batch of 
optimization, the average reduction in the volume of concrete was 16.1% while for 
the third batch, the reduction further increased to 18.2%. Similarly, in the second 
batch, a maximum saving of 713 m2 in usable floor area was achieved while that 
achieved in the third batch significantly increased to 806m2

, which was nearly equal 
to the floor space of an entire storey. 

The optimization results were summarized in Table 2 and the convergence history 
was revealed by Figure. 8. 

In particular, OC-GA 2BW Run 5 is the most cost-effective OC-GA design among the 
5 runs (Table 2.) and its vertical layout variation is shown in Figure 11. 

In the OC-GA-2BW-Run5, only those variable walls located at the core remains 
present in all the four zones while the two outer pairs of variable walls on the top 10 
storeys were all replaced by beams. The beam replacement was even more significant 
for those walls around the building core which only exist at the lowest 10 storeys. 
Starting from 131P, all those wall panels were replaced by beams. As a result, the 
usable floor area was made much more flexible than that in the original design. 

With 1 more storey of belt beams, it can be understood that the out-of-plane stiffness 
mobilization effect is strengthened and is spread over a larger span along the building 
height. Therefore, it can be observed that generally the belt beams were located 
separately, usually with one located on the top portion of the building and the other 
one located near the central portion of the building. In response to the 2 storeys of belt 
beams, the optimization was more effective and efficient in material reduction and 
increasing usable floor area when compared with the results generated in the second 
batch in which only one storey of belt beams were allowed. 
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Belt Belt 
structural Percentage Computation Top drift ratio Top drift ratio Floor area occupied %to 

t2 t3 t4 to volume of reduction in under load case under load by stru ctu ra I original 
1 2 concrete (m:3) concrete volume time (hQ A case B e I em ents (mZ) model 

Original model I 4 4 4 4 11274 - 3920 100.0% 

OC-GA Run1 - 3 4 2 4 10025 11.1 % 21.9 0.00199 0.00197 3448 87.9% 
OC-GA Run2 - 3 4 3 4 9967 11.6% 25.6 0.00199 0.00196 3437 87.7% 
OC-GA Run3 - 4 3 2 4 10025 11.1 % 20.0 0.00199 0.00200 3454 88.1 % 
OC-GA Run4 - 3 4 2 4 10047 10.9% 21.9 0.002 0.002 3458 88.2% 
OC-GA Run5 - 3 4 2 4 10054 10.8% 21.6 0.00198 0.00199 3464 88.4% 

OC-GA-1 BW Run1 26 - 3 4 3 3 9583 15.0% 16.9 0.00199 0.002 3269 83.4% 
OC-GA-1 BW Run2 34 - 3 4 0 4 9459 16.1 % 12.6 0.00196 0.00199 3237 82.6% 
OC-GA-1 BW Run3 38 - 3 3 2 4 9403 16.6% 28.7 0.00196 0.00199 3221 82.2% 
OC-GA-1 BW Run4 32 - 3 4 2 4 9384 16.8% 21.2 0.00198 0.002 3208 81.8% 

OC-GA-1 BW Run5 27 - 3 4 2 4 9461 16.1 % 11.9 0.00199 0.00197 3237 82.6% 

OC-GA-2BW Run1 30 38 3 2 1 4 9251 17.9% 25.2 0.00198 0.00197 3151 80.4% 
OC-GA-2BW Run2 32 37 3 4 2 4 9198 18.4% 19.6 0.00196 0.00200 3138 80.0% 
OC-GA-2BW Run3 24 35 3 3 1 4 9174 18.6% 25.8 0.00200 0.00198 3122 79.6% 

OC-GA-2BW Run4 31 40 3 2 1 4 9346 17.1 % 15.7 0.00197 0.00197 3185 81.2% 
OC-GA-2BW Run5 24 37 3 3 1 4 9136 19.0% 23.5 0.00200 0.00198 3115 79.4% 

Table 2. Optimization Results of the OC-GA Runs (3 Batches) 
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Conclusion 

In this project, an OC-GA hybrid optimization method was developed in the objective 
of developing an efficient, effective and automated way to perform sizing 
optimization and topological optimization simultaneously for high-rise buildings. 

In order to have the programme's practicability and effectiveness fully verified, a 40 
storey building was employed to test the programme developed and the results 
generated were beyond expectation. 

According to experience, an average of structural material reduction of approximately 
10% can be achieved by similar optimization technique. However, in this project, an 
average reduction of 11.1%, 16.1% and 18.2% in the volume of concrete were 
achieved in the first batch, second batch and the third batch of optimization 
respectively. 

Moreover, after optimization in this project, the flexibility of the usable floor area in 
the building was greatly increased by replacing some of the coupled shear wall panels 
in the upper zone(s) by beams. As a result, a maximum saving of 806m2

, which is 
nearly equal to the floor space of an entire storey, was achieved. 

A great improvement was also achieved in terms of solution convergence speed. 
Traditionally, it might take several weeks to conduct such optimization procedure 
manually; it might also take several days even with the employment of automated 
programme running using GA alone. However, by using the automated hybrid OC-GA 
method developed in this project, it took less than 28 hours for the computer to 
generate a converged optimized design for a run, which included 20 populations and a 
maximum of 50 generations. 

With all the above-mentioned achievements, it was believed that ultimately, this 
project would make an evolutionary contribution to the industry by providing an 
automated programme that could effectively, systematically and reliably optimize the 
structural designs of any buildings. The civil engineering consultancies would benefit 
by increasing the designing efficiency while the developers would benefit by saving 
unnecessary construction costs as well as maximizing the floor usage flexibility and 
the usable floor area of the buildings which would in tum largely increase the 
profitability of the construction project. Meanwhile, the community as a whole would 
also benefit as future construction would consume relatively less natural resources 
and energy when compared with the current practice. 

With this evolutionary breakthrough as the fundamental, it is foreseeable that it would 
be relatively easy to further develop the programme to shed light on sustainability (i.e. 
long-term operation efficiency, indoor living comfort ability and environmental impact 
of a building). For instance, natural sunlight, natural ventilation and wind-induced 
vibration could be implemented as additional design criteria to the programme 
developed. In this way, future construction projects would not only be optimal in the 
sense of monetary values but also in the context of long term society interests. 
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